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What kind of vehicle is the Chevrolet Silverado ? What does it compare to? The Chevy Silverado
is a full-size pickup truck that can be configured in enough ways to impress an algorithm. It
seats six, comes in eight trim levels, seven powertrains, three cab sizes, three bed sizes and too
many standard and optional features to count. The Silverado splits the difference between the
top-ranked Ram and the bottom-dwelling Toyota Tundra. Its versatility, capability, and
customization offset its uninspired interior and limited safety features. It earns a TCC Rating of
5. Additions to the advanced trailering technology promise to make hauling that load even
easier, when properly equipped, and the most voluminous beds on the market now come with
an available 6-way tailgate taken from the GMC Sierra AT4. The blocky truck with the
workmanlike interior still comes with a base 4. The turbodiesel excels in highway efficiency at
33 mpg, and the turbo-4 does pretty good around town. The Silverado comes in rear-wheel drive
with available four-wheel drive, and every engine except the 4. Capable of seating six but best
for four, the Silverado does double duty as a heavy hauler and a family hauler with a roomy
crew cab and large beds that are easy to access. Driver-assist features have trickled down the
lineup for , but it still comes at a price. It also has heated power-adjustable front seats, six USB
ports, keyless entry and start and other goodies, except for standard safety features. Is the
Chevy Silverado a good-looking car? If there were one word to capture the look of the Silverado
it would be blocky. Chevy doubled down on the truckiness of the Silverado with a taller,
broader, squarer front and rear. The front and rear blocks are connected with long side panels
and fenders that bulge above the wheel arches, which are the only rounded elements of the
exterior design. Wheel sizes range from inch steel wheels to inchers in black, chrome, or a
metallic finish. Inside is nothing remarkable, and that might be attractive compared to other
truck interiors overwhelmed with massive touchscreens. The black on plastic chrome motif
graces most Silverados, and a small touchscreen gets dwarfed by big vertical vents, large dials
and buttons for audio and climate controls, and a two-tiered glovebox. Higher trims replace
vinyl or cloth with contrasting leather and wood accents. The Silverado offers five engines and
three transmissions to combine for seven powertrains in rear-wheel or four-wheel drive. Each
powertrain has a purpose to satisfy every need. The all-world capability and trucky ride quality
cancel each other out, netting the Silverado a 5. Does a pickup truck have a bed? The smallest
engine is the quickest in the Silverado lineup. The 2. Torque comes on at low revs, providing
plenty of off-the-line grunt and towing ability. Thanks to better than expected cooling, the
towing capacity for the turbo-4 increased 2, pounds to up to 9, pounds and the max payload is
2, pounds. The most efficient engine is a 3. Using a speed automatic transmission, the
turbodiesel in rear-wheel drive can tow up to 9, pounds for and get 33 mpg on the highway,
though not at the same time. The base engine is a basic 4. It makes hp and lb-ft, is as inefficient
as the 6. The 5. It makes hp and lb-ft, and can tow up to 10, pounds. At the top of the lineup and
capable of towing 11, pounds is the 6. The Silverado rides like a pickup truck, with plenty of
unladen bounce from the rear thanks in part to a leaf spring suspension. The Ram rides softer
like an SUV due to its coil spring rear suspension and front double-wishbone independent
suspension. The Silverado might not measure up as the longest or widest full-size truck, but it
has the largest beds and more cargo volume than the Ram or Ford F The Silverado earns a 7 for
its large bed, roomy crew cab, and overall utility. Regular cabs can seat three across, while
extended and crew cab models can fit six, but it might turn the extended cab into a clown car.
The front seats are comfy enough to accommodate a big and large frame but 4-way manual
seats even on mid-grade LT trim limits the comfort quotient. An expanded crew cab improved
the leg room for rear riders up to Flip up rear seats on most models make for good hidden
storage. Bed sizes come in a 5-foot-8 short box, 6-foot-6 standard box, and 8-foot long bed.
Regular cab comes with the long bed, extended cab with the standard box, and crew cabs with
either the short or standard bed. Chevy claims best cargo volume and bed width, averaging
about 10 cubic feet more than the Ford F and Ram Cargo volume is The bumper comes with a
large integrated bed step, the bed has up to 12 fixed tie downs, and an available power folding
tailgate keeps the up and down easy. More safety technology made available across the lineup
helps, but automatic emergency braking is still optional. The Silverado rates at a 3 for the
subpar crash-test ratings and expensive options. But at least those options are available this
year, boosting it a point. Standard safety features also lag the competition. A Safety Package
adds front and rear parking sensors and blind-spot monitors on the top High Country trim, but
at least the base WT and Custom models can get a Safety Confidence Package with automatic
emergency braking with pedestrian detection. If you can dream it, chances are the Silverado can
configure it. Standard features include a 7. It gets much better from there. Our pick for best
overall value would be the LT trim with chrome bumpers and accents, LED headlights, an 8.
That might not seem like enough torque for towing, but a 9,pound capacity with the crew cab
and short bed should handle most needs. It comes standard with the 5. It also comes with an

external engine cooler, integrated trailer brake, an advanced trailering system, and two volt
outlets with one in the bed and the other in the cab. Creature comforts include way power
adjustable front seats that are heated and trimmed with leather, heated leather-wrapped steering
wheel, 8. Head to the High Country for the highest price tag. Standard safety gear includes front
and rear park assist, as well as blind-spot monitors with rear cross-traffic alerts. Upgrade to the
most expensive 6. It depends. The more popular gas V-8s cede about 1 mpg highway to the
competition, even when equipped with the speed automatic transmission and a fuel
management system that shuts down cylinders during highway cruising. The 6. Subaru Tesla
Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! New Cars. By Make. Silverado TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. New By Year. Used By Year.
Consumer Reviews. Shopping for a new Chevrolet Silverado ? See exclusive deals in your area.
See Your Price. Likes Three large bed choices Integrated bed step and 6-way power tailgate
Efficient highway diesel Good in-car tech Seven powertrain choices. Dislikes Optional active
safety features Poor safety rating Basic interior Bulky exterior. The Chevy Silverado offers
ample power, cargo volume, and towing capacity, but it lags rivals in safety ratings and interior
refinement. Review continues below. Is the Chevy Silverado 4WD? How fast is the Chevy
Silverado? How safe is the Chevy Silverado? New Chevrolet Silverado for sale near change
location. Which Chevy Silverado should I buy? How much is a fully loaded Chevy Silverado? Is
the Chevy Silverado good on gas? We rate the Silverado 3 out of Continue Reading. Rate and
Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate
your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Filter Results reset. Body Style Crew Cab
Double Cab 8. Reg Cab 2. Drivetrain 2WD Cab Size " Trim Custom 5. Custom Trail Boss 3. High
Country 3. LT Trail Boss 2. LTZ 3. RST 4. Work Truck 8. Other " 2. Rating breakdown on a scale
of 1 to 10? Compare the Chevrolet Silverado against the competition. Looking for a different
year of the Chevrolet Silverado ? Used Chevrolet Silverado 3, cars. Used Ford F 12, cars. Used
GMC Sierra 1, cars. Used Nissan Titan cars. Used Toyota Tundra cars. All Rights Reserved.
Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
The sofâ€¦. The vehicles were produced wâ€¦. Bolts may be missing from the front seaâ€¦. Audi
is recalling a single model year Audi Q3. Production deviation in the belt pully can prevent the
circlip from properly engaging the steering râ€¦. To put it mildly, automakers don't like to
conduct recalls. They are very expensive and don't exactly do wonders for marketing efforts.
Most problems never get to the recall stage; that doesn't mean they're not problems, it just
means the manufacturer has managed to wriggle out of conducting a full-scale recall. Much
more common are "secret" warranties. Also, newer vehicles with persistent problems may be
covered by the in your state. This listing may not include every recall. See The rear toe link may
fracture, reducing the driver's ability to control the vehicle. The vehicle may suffer a loss of
drive power from a DC-DC converter shutdown. Heat from the engine compartment may cause
elevated temperatures on the passenger compartment. The automaker says additional vehicles
have the electrical problem that causes the hazard. Eighteen people have died and hundreds

have reportedly been injured by these airbags in the U. The interior cabin floor and seat
attachments could reach elevated temperatures. The brand emblem and securing nuts may
become projectiles in an airbag deployment. The Remote Smart Parking Assist software may
fail to prevent vehicle movement. The transmission could be in a gear state different from the
selected gearshift position. Fuel may not be correctly supplied to the engine while using the
stop and restart feature. The tire pressure label and owner's manual have incorrect tire size
information. The daytime running lamps can remain activated instead of dimming as designed.
The wire harness for the third row seat accessory power outlet may short circuit. The vehicles
were given temporary replacement inflators that must now be replaced. Affected vehicles could
suffer an intermittent loss of power steering assist. Rear seat lower anchor bars used in
securing child restraint seats may become damaged. The driver airbag inflators may rupture or
the airbag cushion may underinflate. A front seat belt pretensioner can generate excessive
sparks when it deploys. The driver or passenger front seat may not provide adequate crash
protection. The vehicle's instrument panel displays and braking assist could malfunction. The
vehicle may pull to one side unexpectedly, increasing the risk of a crash. The Heating,
Ventilating and Air Conditioning blower motor may short circuit. The driver's side front airbag
modules may not have been bolted down properly. Vehicle modifications may not comply with
applicable regulatory requirements. The driver's seat belt buckle mounting strap may fracture
and separate from the seat frame. Certain steering and suspension components may not have
been tightened properly. Wiring and electrical connectors in the blower-regulator wiring
harness may overheating. The audible warning signal for an unbelted driver to fasten the seat
belt may be disabled. The seatbelt for a passenger in the rear middle position might not be
properly secured,. The key may removed from the ignition when the transmission shift lever is
not in "Park. The vehicle could suffer a loss of steering, increasing the risk of a crash. The
passenger front airbag deployment may be delayed or may not completely deploy. The vehicle
could move while in Park, increasing the risk of a crash or injury. Front seat side airbags and
curtain shield airbags may not deploy as intended. The brake master cylinder casting may be
too short, causing a loss of brakes. The transmission could be in a gear state different from the
gearshift position. The driver and passenger sun visors may lack the required airbag warning
information. The brake lights may remain illuminated when the brakes are not being pressed.
The heater for the positive crankcase ventilation PCV valve may short circuit. The rear-right seat
may have insufficient welds on the head-restraint bracket. The front passenger leather seat may
shrink due to high humidity and high temperature. The child seat anchorage point on the center
positon of the rear seat may be covered and inaccessible. Excessive cylinder pressure may
damage the engineExcessive cylinder pressure may damage the engine. The instrument cluster
may not provide a visual warning when the brake system fails. The transmission shift lever can
be moved from the "Park" position without the brake applied. The vehicle may downshift
unexpectedly and decelerate abruptlyThe vehicle may downshift unexpectedly and decelerate
abruptly. The vehicles do not have a functioning windshield defrosting and defogging system.
The front airbag may have a delayed deployment for unbelted front seat passengers. The
vehicles not meet required enhanced level of high voltage access protection. The instrument
cluster may fail resulting in a lack of activation of warning chimes. The load carrying capacity
modification label may have been incorrectly calculated. The automaker will inspect the
reinstallation of fuel tubes in replaced engines. The vehicles may not adequately detect if a
driver has his or her hands off the steering wheel. The fuel cell stack may shut down
erroneously, resulting in an unexpected loss of motive power. The front passenger, knee and
passenger seat-mounted side airbag may fail to deploy. Information about using the child
restraint anchorage system may be incorrect. The plastic cover on the driver front airbag
module may detach during deployment. The power sliding doors may stick and not properly
latch to the door strikers. Inappropriate installation of the wiring harness may affect operation
of safety components. The airbags may deploy unintentionally, increasing the risk of injury or
crash. Sparks from a front seatbelt pretensioner may ignite materials in the vehicle. The ignition
switch may move out of the run position to the accessory position. The front passenger airbag
may not be deactivated if a child seat is in the front. The vehicle could suffer a loss of drive or
move while in the "Park" position. The LED module for the panoramic sunroof ambient light bar
may short circuit. The key may be removed from the ignition while the vehicle shift lever is not
in "Park". A child seat may not be able to be properly installed in the center rear seat position.
The engine operation, seat belt functions and instrument cluster could be impaired. The
vehicles were shipped with the European brake reservoir pictogram cap label. The rear
insulation mat in the engine compartment may deform, increasing risk of a fire. Exposure to the
elements can cause corrosion, which can lead to loss of power steering while driving. Water
may leak into the body control module and its connectors, causing corrosion. The transmission

could be in a different gear than indicated by shift lever position. A component of the side
airbag curtain inflator may detach during deployment. The rear passenger door on the driver
side may indicate it is locked, when it may not be. Excessive internal pressure may cause the
driver side front airbag to rupture. The brake light switch plunger may not retract when the
brake pedal is not being pressed. The brightness of the backlighting for the Instrument Panel
Cluster cannot be adjusted. Unbelted, small adult drivers may be at a higher risk of neck injury
in a crash. Moving the shift lever from Park to Drive may cause a loss of gear indication. The
recliner joints on the lower seat frame for the rear seats may not be welded properly. The seat
belt linkages for both front seat belts may detach from the seat belt anchor pretensioners.
Transaxle assembly components may wear, leading to a potential short circuit. An insufficient
weld may have reduced the strength of the rear left side seat back. The front wheel rim may not
be marked with the rim size and the DOT designation. The fuel level in the main tank to fall too
low to supply fuel to the engine. An improperly secured seat, seatback or seatbelt anchor could
cause passenger injury. The vehicles may experience a temporary loss of electric power
steering assist. The left front axle steering knuckle could fail, increasing the risk of a crash. The
parking brake lever may have to travel farther before the parking brake engages. The front
passenger airbag could be deactivated, increasing the risk of injury. The possible lack of
energy-absorbing foam blocks in replacement headliners increases the risk of injury. Water may
get into the battery management system causing an electrical short. The rear suspension
toe-links may loosen and disconnect from the rear suspension system. Loose engine oil cooler
lines could cause an oil leak in the engine compartment. The driveline may vibrate and fracture
the driveline components or the transmission. The front driveshaft bolts may loosen allowing
the front driveshaft to disconnect. The occupant protection control may malfunction, not
properly identifying passenger seat occupants. The rear CV joint may fatigue and break, which
could cause the car to stop suddenly. It may be possible to remove the ignition key without the
transmission being in the "Park" position. The air bag inflator could separate and propel air bag
debris into the cabin. The vehicle's composite underbody panel may melt, increasing the risk of
a fire. The front passenger seat belt buckle may separate from the seat belt bracket. A hose may
separate from the engine oil cooler tube assembly causing an oil leak. The rear bench seat
frame may contact and damage the fuel pump wiring harness. The foot-operated parking brake
system that has a parking brake cable that may disengage. A seam in the fabric section of the
side curtain airbags may tear during deployment. The hatchback may be unlatched with a single
press of the interior latch release button. The drain hose for the air conditioning may leak into
the passenger compartment. Coolant may enter the engine control module causing a loss of
power or an engine stall. The driver-side front air bag that may not adequately protect the
driver's neck from injury. The windows may close on an object such as a body part before the
windows auto-reverse. The vehicle may not move if the accelerator pedal is pressed and
released repeatedly. The Electronic Stability Program control unit may have been damaged
before being installed. Chassis fastener joints may loosen and fail or fall out, reducing steering
and handling capability. The vehicle's accessory exhaust tips may contact people and possibly
burn them. The rear tie rod could fail and cause a loss of vehicle control, increasing the risk of a
crash. The brake light switch plunger can remain extended when the brake pedal is released.
The vehicles' driveshaft may fracture and fail, causing a loss of propulsion. A system overheat
condition may cause the hybrid powertrain control module to shut off the engine. The rear child
door locks may disengage, allowing a child to open a rear door. The electronic park lock lever
may allow the ignition key to be removed without the transmission being in PARK. A failure to
recognize that the passenger seat is occupied may disable the air bag. The Federal Certification
Label may list an incorrect rear axle weight limit. The child seat tether anchors in the second
row center seating position are blocked. The secondary hood latch may not adequately secure
the hood to prevent it from opening. The wiring in the seat heaters may be damaged when the
seat cushion is compressed. The third row seatback may become loose and may separate from
the seat frame. The power steering return hose may rupture at engine start-up in cold weather.
The transmission may lock in the Park or Neutral position when the vehicle comes to a stop.
The front upper control arms may have inadequate welds that can affect steering. Insufficient
brake fluid pressure may lengthen the distance needed to stop the vehicle. The flexible steel
cable that connects the seat belt to the vehicle can fatigue and separate over time. The vehicles'
engine block heaters have elements that may overheat while plugged in. The starter harness
terminal may contact the heat shield, resulting in an electrical short. The left front brake caliper
may crack due to being made from an incorrect material. An electrical short can cause electrical
connectors of an underbody sensor to overheat. The audible warning when front seat
occupants do not fasten their seat belts may fail. The relay inside the electronic brake booster
may freeze in very cold temperatures. Automatic transmission key interlock connectors may not

have been connected on some vehicles. The Curtain-Shield-Airbags and seat belt pretensioners
may activate when not necessary. The secondary hood latch may remain in the unlatched
position when the hood is closed. One of the driver-side seat belt assembly bolts may not be
tightened properly. The seat belts may not properly restrain the seat occupant in the event of a
crash. The third row left lower seat frame may have welds that are not in the correction location.
It may be possible to shift out of the "Park" position without depressing the brake pedal. The
stop lamp switch plunger may remain extended when the brake pedal is released. The occupant
classification system may incorrectly classify the front passenger seat as empty. The
Passenger Occupant Detection System may have been manufactured improperly. The switch
may develop a short circuit that can cause the switch assembly to overheat and melt. The
vehicle may falsely detect an obstacle in its path and unexpectedly apply the brakes. Electrical
interference may cause the hybrid system to switch into fail-safe mode. A malfunctioning brake
light switch may cause the brake lights to not illuminate. The coil antenna module that powers
the rear defogger system may generate excessive heat. No GM employees are expected to face
criminal charges even though consumers died. The transmission can unexpectedly shift into
neutral while the car is being driven. The front side marker lights may not work in conjunction
with the parking lights or the headlights. A battery harness that may rub against the frame
bracket for the right engine mount. A center console trim panel issue could delay the transition
from the accelerator pedal to the brake pedal. Use of the front windshield wipers on dry glass
may cause damage to the body control module. There could be a change in ride height, loss of
rear end stability and reduced braking capabilities. The vehicles' roof panel could close
automatically when the non-recessed switches are pressed. The vehicles may be missing the
required tire placard indicating "Tire and Loading Information. The vehicles do not meet the
side impact performance requirements for the rear seat passengers. The engine cover may
detach from the engine and contact the exhaust manifold. The third row seatbelt may be trapped
between the rear seat and the rear sideliner. The driver seat and the front passenger seat
occupants may not be properly restrained in the event of a crash. The power liftgate struts may
prematurely wear and the open liftgate may suddenly fall. The connector module that controls
the blower motor speed for the heating, ventilation and air conditioning system may overheat.
Water may enter the Power Liftgate Control Module and cause a high resistance short circuit.
The brake line at the left rear wheel area may not have been properly tightened. The solenoid
valves of the Anti-Lock Braking System actuators may be contaminated. Prolonged exposure to
elevated underbody temperatures can cause degradation of the fuel tank. The tire placcard
incorrectly states the recommended cold tire inflation pressure. The motorcycles may have
been built with an improperly manufactured rear shock absorber. The console transmission
gear selection indicator may not illuminate the shift position selected. The sunroof may
continue to close instead of stopping when the vehicle is turned off. The vehicles could
experience a sudden loss of electric power steering assist. A weld connecting the steering
system intermediate shaft to the steering gear box may be inadequate. The shift selector can be
moved out of the "Park" position without depressing the brake pedal. Drivers may be able to
exit the vehicle when the transmission is not in Park. The inflator tube for the side curtain air
bag may have been manufactured incorrectly. The second row overhead assist grips may
detach deployment of the curtain shield airbag. The fuel pressure sensor may not have been
seated properly to the fuel jumper line. The driver and front passenger seatback adjustment
mechanism may not be fully engaged. The left-side front suspension lower arm may have been
manufactured incorrectly. The company says it's unaware of any accidents or injuries related to
these inflators. The passenger safety belt tension sensor may misclassify the size of the front
passenger seat occupant. The driver's side exterior rearview mirror may not meet federal safety
standards. The vehicles have a reduced clearance between the seat frame and the seat track
assembly. The vehicles may contain an incorrect Load Carrying Capacity Modification label. The
driver and front passenger seat belt may not extend or retract in low temperatures. The
vehicles' steering issue may have been improperly repaired in a previous recall. The driver's
frontal air bag inflator may have been manufactured with an incorrect part. Fuel may leak from
the one of the fuel delivery pipes in the engine compartment. The frontal air bags may deploy
with a lower velocity than designed for the actual seat position. The vehicles could suffer a loss
of steering, increasing the risk of a crash. Various problems including ignition switch, seat
belts, brake fluid and glove compartment doors. The ignition switch may move out of the run
position, turning off the engine. The transmission shift cable could separate while the vehicle is
being driven. The shock absorber tubes may separate from the shock absorber clevis brackets.
Passenger airbags will be replaced in models of the 3 Series pre-predecessor generation. The
ignition switch could move out of the run position, turning off the engine. The Electronic Power
Assist Steering may have a flaw leading to loss of control. The air bags may not deploy and the

seat belt pretensioners may not activate. The airbag inflator could rupture with metal fragments
striking the passenger. A bolt used to connect the intermediate shaft to the upper steering
assembly could fall out. Brake rotors intended for the rear of the car may have been installed on
the front. The air bag assembly installed in the steering wheel may come loose from its
mounting. The park pawl not properly engaging when the transmission is in the "Park" position.
Sub-harness for the headlights may overheat and cause the low beam headlights to go out. The
software may incorrectly classify the passenger seat as empty when it is occupied. The
transmission shift cable adjuster may disengage from the transmission shift lever. Safety
advocates say GM may try to use its bankruptcy to escape liability for deaths and injuries. A
seat belt assembly might not be properly secured to the vehicle floor anchorage. The company
has launched a "customer satisfaction" campaign to address the issue. An electrical glitch
could result in the illumination of various warning lights. Transistors in the inverter module may
become damaged from high operating temperatures. The Tire and Loading Information label
overstates the maximum load and passenger carrying capacity. The bolts attaching the rear
lower control arms to the sub-frame of the vehicle may be loose. The bolts that fasten the drive
plate to the torque converter may loosen and come out. The bolts that attach the drive shaft to
the automatic transmission transfer assembly could loosen. The holder for the fuse that
controls the vehicle's exterior lights circuit may melt. A powertrain control module software
problem may result in a stall-like condition. The warning lights in the instrument cluster may fail
to illuminate as designed. An electrical problem could cause anti-lock brake system and
electronic stability control failure. The vehicles may contain brake fluid which does not protect
against corrosion. The brake master cylinder may reduce the pressure supplied to the front
brakes. A problem with the air conditioning condenser unit housing could affect airbag
performance. The shift lever could be moved out of Park position without depressing the brake
pedal. The half shaft joints may loosen and separate, increasing the risk of a crash. There may
be a loss of power transfer through the transmission to the wheels. The screws that attach the
seat belt pre-tensioner to the seat belt retractor can loosen over tim. Deactivation of the safety
lock could lead to an unintended opening of the door. The occupant detection system may not
differentiate whether an adult or child is in the seat. But the company, which was bailed out by
taxpayers, still refuses to recall Jeeps said to be fire-prone. Engine can stall at highway speeds,
Ford owners say, echoing complaints filed with feds. At least people have burned to death in
rear-end accidents involving Grand Cherokees. A problem with electronic stability control
system increases the risk of a crash. The brake-shift interlock blocking mechanism may
malfunction, increasing a crash risk. A problem with side curtain airbag deployment could
cause a laceration injury. Rust is not something you expect on a new car but that doesn't mean
it can't happen. Problems with front passenger bags in the Santa Fe, side airbags in the Sonata.
Short-term rentals fill the niche between car-sharing and traditional rentals. The second half of
Chrysler's "Halftime in America" marketing campaign is now making the rounds in the
American living room. New Dodge Challenger Rallye Redeye adds more style and presence to
an already popular lineup. Ford owners will get a flash drive with data to repair malfunctioning
touch-screen systems. Drive belt problem could cause stalling, overheating, power steering
failure. Calls the Jeep "a modern day Pinto for soccer moms" prone to burst into flames.
Consolidated complaint alleges consumers were forced to sign nondisclosure agreements.
Automaker says it reviewed more than 4, cases, found no flaw in its electronics. Since it's
smaller than the Chrysler , the new model will be known as the Chrysler Denial comes day after
out-of-control Prius incident on San Diego Freeway. Toyota, Ford, Chrysler all figure in
consumer complaints of unintended acceleration. A component of the cruise control
deactivation switch may deteriorate over time and develop a leak.. Consumers shouldn't lose
their lemon law, defective vehicle rights, groups argue. The buildup of snow or ice on the
windshield or wipers could restrict the movement of the wiper arm. Mercedes-Benz is recalling
3, S Class luxury cars because of a faulty transistor. Any engine that does not pass a specific
vacuum test will be replaced according to Mazda. A year-old man was run over and killed by a
Grand Cherokee in a Connecticut car wash. Ford has settled a class-action lawsuit over the
troublesome plastic intake manifolds on certain Ford and Lincoln-Mercury models. A Toyota
Prius suddenly stalled, then unaccountably took off and smashed into the tow truck that had
come to remove it. A reader reports to us that his Prius shut down after just three weeks on the
road. Woman was killed, her husband injured when their Iowa home burned to the ground.
Although hybrid vehicle sales are off and running, American manufacturers are being left at the
starting line. Defective cruise-control module ignited fires that destroyed their clients' vehicles,
suit charges. Scott of Rockland, ME may have identified a major oversight on Toyota's part.
Find information on some of Nissan's top makes and models that have been recalled. Sign up to
receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily. Home News

Automotive Recalls. Ford recalls model year Bronco Sport vehicles Rear suspension modules
may not be fully secured to the subframe Ford Motor Company is recalling about 1, model year
Ford Bronco Sport vehicles sold in the U. Audi recalls model year Audi Q3 The steering system
may lock up Audi is recalling a single model year Audi Q3. Archive Select a year Year Other.
Nearly 1. GM recalls 2. Honda recalls 1. Ford recalls Fs and Fs with 7. Hyundai recalls Genesis
G70s with 2. Ford recalls 2. Nissan recalls 1. Toyota recalls various vehicles with 2. Chrysler
recalls 1. GM recalls 3. Ford recalls 1. Ford recalls nearly 1. Model year Jeep Cherokees with 2.
Ford recalls Ecosport vehicles sold in U. Federal Territories. Chrysler recalls 4. Model year Jeep
Cherokees with a 2. Safety group urges recall of 1. Hyundai recalls model year Santa Fes with 3.
Chrysler recalls Ram trucks equipped with Cummins 6. Hyundai recalls model year Ioniq
Electric Vehicles
mercruiser 30 diagram
aprilia 550 sxv
1998 ford explorer fuel pump fuse location
. More than 1. General Motors recalls model year Buick Envisions. Chrysler recalls model year
Dodge Grand Caravans. Mercedes-Benz recalls model year Es and E 4Matics. Honda recalls
Civics with 2. Hyundai recalls 1. BMW recalling 1. GM announces 7. GM recalls another 2. GM
recalls nearly 2. GM recalls another 1. Did GM drag its feet in ignition-switch recalls? Suzuki
Pulls Out of U. Grassley suggests. Chrysler Recalls Models With 3. Toyota Recalls 2. GM
Recalling 1. Toyota Adds 1. Could a Corolla Be the Answer? It just didn't work out. Are Used
Hybrids a Pig in a Poke? Is Toyota's Quality Slipping? VW Minivan Returning to U. More than
Half of U. Thinking of Buying a Hybrid? Do the Math! Toyota's errors and omissions Scott of
Rockland, ME may have identified a major oversight on Toyota's part. Nissan Recalls Find
information on some of Nissan's top makes and models that have been recalled. Ford Recalls.
Get the news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter.

